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GLEN MARY FISH FARM

Chas. Pommert, Prop.  John Pommert, Mgr.

AMELIA, OHIO.

WHOLESALE GROWERS OF FINE GLADIOLUS
For many years growers of Summer cut flowers have realized the need of a good white Gladiolus and many have tried to produce such a one. A number of whites and so called whites have been put on the market but all have been found seriously wanting in some vital point. At last we have one that fills the requirements of both Florist and Grower.

Ten years ago we produced a pure white with flowers same size and form as America but with more substance and better shipping and keeping qualities, and perfectly healthy and a big producer in the field.

We have been marketing the cut blooms in Cincinnati for a number of years where they have stood in high favor. This variety has been distributed in small quantities pretty well over the country in the past three years and has given good satisfaction. We have a large stock of fine bulbs this season and the price is low enough that they can be planted for Cut Flowers at a good profit.

We showed this new white (Purity) at the Washington, D. C. convention S. A. F. & O. H. where it created quite a sensation and was granted a first class certificate by the Judges as a new sort.

It's fine chaste appearance and it's splendid behavior in the field make it lead all other whites. It is good in the field all Summer and Fall — does not sunburn — is a good keeper — the best shipper — finest for bunching. Has replaced other whites for cut flowers where ever grown.

As to the quality of our bulbs — They have always been recognized by dealers as the best produced.

There is another so called “Purity” in the market — A very inferior kind and not pure white Be sure and get the right one “Pommerts”.
Amelia State Bank, Amelia, Ohio,  
January, 1st. 1925,

The Glen Mary Fish Farm of which Chas. Pommert is Proprietor and John Pommert is manager have a good reputation for fair dealing.
You may rest assured that in any business dealings you may have with them you will get good treatment.  
Respectfully yours, W. A. Williams, Cashier.

Pass Christian, Miss, Dec. 27, 1924.

Glen Mary Fish Farm, Amelia, Ohio.

Dear Sirs: The Gladiolus Purity we bought from you last year were entirely satisfactory. Please quote us price on 10,000 Purity 1 1-2 inch and up.

Very truly yours.  J. B. Adams and Sons.  
Louisville, Ky. Dec, 30, 1924

Glen Mary Fish Farm, Amelia Ohio.

Special Offer

We have a quantity of Purity bulbs which have become mixed with America (about half of each variety.) While they last we offer these as follows:

1½ inch and up........... $10.00 per 1000.  
1¼ to 1½ inch............ 8.00 per 1000.

Ronks, Pa. Dec, 14, 1921.

Glen Mary Fish Farm, Amelia, Ohio,  
Gentlemen, The nine boxes of bulbs of Gladiolus Purity reached here yesterday evening in the very best condition and I wish to say that I have never received a finer or healthier lot of bulbs.  Yours very truly, Charles M. Weaver

Thomas Cogger, 229 Laurel St., Melrose Mass. says---"I planted the 500 Purity which you furnished this last Spring and I am much impressed with this sort and I feel confident that it has a big commercial value".

Perry Gardens, Ravenna, Ohio. says---"It is a grand Gladiolus and much better than some of the bragged up whites."

F. M. Wright, Sturgus Mich, says---"I sure like Purity."
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Glen Mary Fish Farm, Amelia, Ohio.

Dear Sirs: The Gladiolus Purity we bought from you last year were entirely satisfactory. Please quote us price on 10,000 Purity 1 1-2 inch and up.

Very truly yours, J. B. Adams and Sons.
Louisville, Ky. Dec. 30, 1924

Glen Mary Fish Farm, Amelia, Ohio.

Gentlemen; You may book us for 1,000 Purity. 1st. size, for shipment Spring 1925 as soon as the weather permits. We hope the quality of the bulbs will be the same as last year for we must say that the bulbs were first class.

Yours truly, Powell Seed Co.

Nashville, Tenn. Aug. 26th. 1924.

Glen Mary Fish Farm, Amelia, Ohio.

Dear Sirs: We herewith hand you our order for March 1st. 1925 shipment via express: Kindly acknowledge receipt of this order and send us nice plump bulbs like ones last season, as we had quite a good many compliments on your bulbs and the flowers they made.

Yours truly, C. C. Waggoner and Bro.

Glen Mary Fish Farm, Amelia, Ohio, Gentlemen, The nine boxes of bulbs of Gladiolus Purity reached here yesterday evening in the very best condition and I wish to say that I have never received a finer or healthier lot of bulbs.

Yours very truly, Charles M. Weaver

Thomas Cogger, 229 Laurel St., Melrose Mass. says—"I planted the 500 Purity which you furnished this last Spring and I am much impressed with this sort and I feel confident that it has a big commercial value".

Perry Gardens, Ravenna, Ohio. says—"It is a grand Gladiolus and much better than some of the bragged up whites."

F. M. Wright, Sturgus Mich, says—"I sure like Purity."
GLADIOLUS PURITY

Description - Pure white, same form of flower and manner of growth as America, midseason, does not sunburn, good constitution and not affected by disease, produces large quantity of bulblets which ALL grow, good shipper and keeper. Best commercial white.

Prices F. O. B. Cincinnati, Ohio.

True Clean Stock.

1½ inch and up $25.00 per 1000

1¼ " " " $20.00 " 1000

500 at 1000 rate; for smaller quantity add 20% to the above prices.

Let us quote you on other varieties.